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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Radars are now designed to distinguish moving targets from stationary background by, Doppler
processing of the pulse echoes. In practice, sometimes it is difficult for radars to separate sonme kinds ot
clutter patches from targets, This report describes how at radar can be designed to operate such that the
clutter and targets can be separated.

A Doppler processing process is described which accounts for the range extent of clutter patches
that can be measured. A pulse burst (N pulses separated by a fixed interval of time) is transmitted, and
the echoes are received until the echoes are so weak that none are detectable. The radar echoes are
passed through a conventional Doppler processor. The Doppler processing must be matched to the
range extent of the clutter in the following manner. Loosely, the range extent of the pulse burst must
exceed the range extent of the clutter patch for the Doppler- processing filter to reach steady-state con-
ditions so that a target and the clutter can be separated. Furthermore, to keep transient signals due to
one clutter patch from corrupting the steady-state signals from another clutter patch, the order of the
filter times the pulse spacing must be less than the range extent of the separation between the clutter
patches. If these two conditions can be met, it is possible to separate targets from various clutter
patches independently with short pulse bursts. This process is called controlled- pulse- Doppler (CPD)
operation.

The advantages of CPD operation are that short times between pulses can be obtained so as to
yield excellent cancellation, no clutter stacking is found from patch to patch, range ambiguities need to
be resolved only within a clutter patch rather than at all ranges, and there is little to no eclipsing. Con-
sequently, if the clutter is patchy and/or limited in range extent, significant improvements can be

* obtained in radar Doppler processing by matching it to the measured environment. The subsequent
development is quite mathematical and is meant to place the processes on a firm mathematical founda-

* tion. It most likely will be difficult reading. It is written for those that are concerned with detailed
design of radars.

iv



DOPPLER PROCESSING OF RADAR ECHOES
WITH LIMITED RANGE EXTENTS

INTRODUCTION

In this report a study will be presented of the Doppler processing of radar echoes from clutter
patches of finite range extent. This study shows how radar performance can be significantly improved
in many cases. So that the presentation of this study can be properly understood, however, much of
the content of this report will be prologue.

Radar systems are used to detect and locate distant objects through the use of electromagnetic
reflections. These systems work by emitting radiation, and upon reception of the reflected energy from
the object the angle of arrival of the signal entering the antenna is determined and the range is deter-

-- mined by the time delay in the modulated transmitted signal. In addition, the echo signal is Doppler

shifted by the radial speed of the reflector. It is the processing of the transmitted signal which has been
reflected and Doppler shifted by the target which is the concern of this report.

The earliest radar systems in the 1920s and early 1930s used the Doppler shift in continuous-wave
* (CW) radars to provide the mechanism for detection. After the development of the duplexer in the

. mid 1930s, the emphasis was shifted to pulsed monostatic radars [1]. During World War 11 the Doppler
information on the pulse was used to discriminate the moving targets from the fixed targets. This was
first accomplished by operators observing the amplitude fluctuations from pulse to pulse on the A-scope
which were caused by the target beating with clutter at the range of a target. Development of coherent
moving-target-indicator (MTI) systems was also initiated during World War II. This system could
recognize the moving targets from the fixed targets even when clutter was not present [2]. After World
War ii the development of radar systems which used coherent Doppler processing became common,
and since 20 to 30 years ago many radar systems have used Doppler processing. These systems include

! long-range-surveillance, fire-control, over-the-horizon (OTH), point-defense, synthetic-aperture (SAR),
and airborne-surveillance radars. Not only has considerable hardware been fielded over the years, but

- considerable theory exists in the literature. Standard handbooks such as Refs. 1, 3, 4, and 5 can be
-. referred to for further information. It is hopeless to review this enormous body of literature in this

report. Instead I will outline the situation I wish to address in context with current standard practices.

In pulsed coherent radar systems the Doppler processing is accomplished by passing the echoes
from a group of identical radiated microwave pulses through linear filters. Two of these systems are
classically named the MTI system and the pulse-Doppler system. The MTI system uses interpulse spac-

". ing (pulse-repetition interval) long enough that no range ambiguities exist. The pulse-Doppler system
uses interpulse spacing short enough that no velocity ambiguity exists.* Often in practice neither of
these conditions are achieved. The problem which occurs in most systems can be described as follows.

•". In systems with long pulse-repetition intervals some kinds of wind-blown clutter decorrelate from pulse
to pulse, nullifying the benefits of the filtering. When the pulse-repetition interval is decreased to
achieve more correlation in the clutter from pulse to pulse, the following effects are observed: range
ambiguities are introduced, sometimes clutter stacking from more than one range is obtained, and
better clutter cancellation is required because weak far-range targets compete with strong close-in

*Manuscript approved January 20, 1983.
"Tliq operation at a high pule-repetition frequency is usually referred to as high-PRF pulse Doppler. Mediun-PRF pulse
Doppler has both range and Doppler ambiguities.
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B. I, CANTRELL

clutter. In all these cases enough pulses must be used such that steady-state conditions are obtained. If
" the filters are observed during the transient period or before all the pulses required for steady-state con-

ditions are processed, often unrecognizable results are obtained. Simple examples of the transient con-
ditions are described on page 131 of Ref. 1. It is tile relation between a group of pulses, called a pulse
burst, and the clutter characteristics which we are concerned with in this study.

-* Clutter has finite range extent and often occurs in patches. Examples are a rain storm, an island,
sea clutter near a ship's radar, and a coastline. The clutter patches or clouds are usually characterized
by their range extent, range separation from other patches, spectral spread or decorrelation time, and
amplitude probability density which specifies tile mean and variances of the clutter level. Usually the
angle extent of tile clutter changes by only a small amount over tie processing time of tile pulse burst
and is not included in tie above list of clutter-patch properties. The effect of the small angle changes
of the bearn is to cause a small decorrelation in the clutter. The operation and performance of Doppler
processors with respect to most of the clutter-patch characteristics have been studied extensively. How-
ever, little has been done to incorporate the range extent and spacing of multiple clutter patches into
the analysis. I am going to present a study of the operation and performance of Doppler processors
when the processing includes tile range extent and spacing of multiple clutter patches.

I begin setting the stage for presenting the study by describing the signals and the operations on
those signals. These I will represent in a mathematical form. I will next give basis definitions and
develop he fundamental theorems. Within this mathematical structure I will finish setting the stage by

- . describing conventional pulse-Doppler and MTI operations under special restrictions. In presenting the
study, I will remove these restrictions and develop the requirements for proper operation with respect
to the range extent and separation of clutter patches. Finally I will describe the performance analyti-
cally for some examples, showing that for these examples proper radar operation based on knowledge

* about the clutter patches significantly improves the performance.

REPRESENTATIONS

I begin setting the stage for presenting the study by defining in detail the signals and processes
which are used throughout the report. The basic signal flow and operations are illustrated in Fig. 1.
The radar generates a waveform (a group of pulses) 8(t) and transmits it through an antenna. The
reflections along with receiver noise and external interference are received. The received signal is
denoted by X(t). With use of conventional coherent radar receivers, the received signal is converted
to baseband and matched-filtered. The resulting complex baseband signals are denoted by X.(). Con-
ventional Doppler processing is then performed by transversal filters, resulting in signals Y,(t, v, [01).
A time-alignment operation whose output is ZN(t, v) is next performed by linear delay lines. Finally a
rather conventional constant-false-alarm-rate (CFAR) detection process is performed. The detection

*- time history is denoted by D, v). I next define and describe each of the processes and signals 8(t),
X(t), Xp(), t,Q v, [01), ZN(t, v), and D(t, v).

Transmitted Signal

The narrow-bandwidth transmitted signal, centered on the carrier frequency woq, is defined in a
conventional way by

Re (8(te+;w"'}, (W)
where t is time, . is -,f/T, and Re represents the real part of the argument in the braces. Furthermore
the baseband complex signal 8(t) of narrow bandwidth with respect to the carrier is defined by

N,

8(t) = } " o ,,(t. (A, + r,)). (2)

2
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X(t) Xp(t) Yp (t, v, [0]) Zpq(t, V) D(t, v)

Fig. I - Sienal flow throughout the complete s)steni

where N is the number of pulse trains. N, is the number of pulses in the ith pulse train, A, is the tine
delay between the leading edge of first pulse of the (i = I )th pulse train to the leading edge of the first
pulse of the ith pulse train, and r, is the time delay between the leading edge of the ith pulse of the
ith pulse train and the leading edge of the first pulse of the ith pulse train. Furthermore
8jt (A, + T)) is a complex signal of' finite time duration , which represents the baseband signal of
the jth pulse in the ith pulse train delayed in time by A, + T,1. By definition we require , < r, so
that the transmitter is not transmitting two different pulses simultaneously in the same pulse train.

In the remaining development, we require the carrier frequency, the spacing between pulses, and
the complex baseband signal be the same for alt pulses in the ith pulse train. Consequently we define
w, and r, by

co, - Co,, for all j,

and

= ( - l i

. and note 8,,(') - () for all g and h. Although not necessary, we further require the number of
pulses in all the pulse trains to be the same and define N such that

N = Ni, for all i.

' The counting of the pulse trains is sequential, so that

A > L, for g > I.

The maximum time interval between pulses is defined by

= maximum value of r, for all i.

We further define r. > r,, for g > h. Finally we define - , for all i, which means that all the
pulses have the same width Z. The waveform in Fig. 2 illustrates the magnitude of the complex

baseband signal ,t). The phase portion is not shown.

Received Signals

The received gnal is composed of reflected signals, externally generated interference signals, and
noise. In the following discussions we will assume that no external interfering source is present. The

3
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d11(t, [A1  + 01)1 ld21(t, A2 + 0)1
1d12(t, [A1  + rI) I 1d22(t, [A2[A2 + T2P)

/ 13(t, (A, + 2Trll) 1623(t, [t 2 + 2T2])1

TIME

I- A2  - T2  - -'

Fig. 2 - Magnitude of the zomplex baseband transmitted signal
18(1)1 for N = 2 and TV = 3

noise consists of external noise entering the radar added to the radar's front-end noise. The noise is
assumed to be white and Gaussian with a time-varying and unknown power level. The radar echoes are

* divided into two categories, defined as targets and clutter. These categories are rather arbitrary in that
targets are considered the desired echoes and clutter the undesired echoes. Targets such as aircraft are

*. usually characterized by echoes of limited range extent and by their motion in time. Other echoes
which are often considered clutter such as from land, sea, and rain usually have no or small motions,
and the reflections are extended in range.

After the signal is received at the antenna, it is passed through multiple conventional coherent
* radar receivers and matched filters. The conventional coherent radar receivers usually involve several

linear frequency translations, multiple filters to reject out-of-band signals, amplification, and a conver-
*sion to baseband. The baseband-signal is a complex signal, with the in-phase component being the real

part and the quadrature component being the imaginary part. All frequency translations are integrally
related to the carrier frequency w i so there is phase coherence between pulses of the ith pulse train. A
conventional matched filter (matched to each transmitted pulse) is included in each receiver. We
define the pulse width (zero crossing to zero ctossing) after matched filtering of a target echo due to a
point target to be 2. _Consequently if the radar employs pulse compression, the pulse-compression
ratio is approximately Z/C. Of course some radars do not use pulse compression, and for those cases
4/4 == 1. The entire process in the coherent radar receiver and matched filter is linear. We define a
linear operator Fu (.) so that the outputs of the receivers can be related to its inputs by

Xp(t) = Fp(X(t)),

where X() is the received signal from the antenna and Xp(t) is the complex baseband signal out of the
pth receiver. The signal flow of the receiver structure is shown in Fig. 3. The reason p = N receivers
are used is that the pulse trains can occur over the same interval of time and be at different frequen-
cies. Some of the cases to be studied later apply certain constraints which allow fewer or a single
receiver. However, for now we allow the process to be described more generally.

We need to describe in detail the received signal at one point along the signal-processing chain.
4 The signals at all other stages along the processing chain can then be represented in terms of the

defined signal and the processes performed. We choose to define the received signals Xp(t) in detail.
The signals out of subsequent processors are then later defined in terms of the signals representing
X,,(). Although we could also represent the signals after various processes back toward the antenna in
terms of the signals X(t), we do not, because these signals are not required in the remaining analysis.

The complex baseband signals are written as

Xp(t) = C(,() + Tp() + NO(), (3)

4
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COHERENT RADAR XI(t) F1 (XIt))
RECEIVER AND

MATCHED FILTER

COHERENT RADAR X2lt) F2 (Xlt))

RECEIVER AND
MATCHED FILTER

x(t)

XIt

COHERENT RADAR X3 t) FN IX~t))
RECEIVER AND

MATCHED FILTER

Fig. 3 - Signal flow through conventional coherent radar receivers
and matched filters

where the complex baseband signals due to clutter C,(t) are

.. , (1) = Z Z C,,p,, k, [ + x, + r,,). (4)
A-I I= ,-1

The complex baseband signals due to taigets T( are

r (t) = I T,1, , 1, + +X,-+,1D (5)
/1- i-I j-1

and the complex baseband signal due to noise is N,(), where p = 1, 2. N. Furthermore, N, and
N are the number of clutter patches and targets respectively, and Cqp(t, k. [ + X, + T,,I) and
T,,(t. , [+ X, + T,]) are the complex baseband signal representations of the radar echoes reflected
from the k th clutter patch and I th target respectively due to the J th pulse of the i th pulse train

. passing through the p th receiver. The circuit time delays are + A, + r,,. The total time delays
• including those associated with the echoes are defined as follows. The time delay associated with the

-th target echo is obtained by observing the time delay between the center of the / th target echo due
* to the j th pulse of the i th pulse train and the leading edge of the first pulse of the first pulse of the

transmitted pulse train. This differential time delay is
Y1 + ( + X, + r

- where y, is the time delay associated with the range to the / th target echo, X, + T, is the delay of the
.. j th pulse in the i th pulse train, and is the delay from the matched filter.

4 The time delays ak and ,3k, associated with the leading edge and trailing edge of the k th clutter
patch respectively, are obtained by observing the time delays between both the leading and trailing
edges, defined at the time the signal is first nonzero and at the time it just becomes zero respectively.
of the k th clutter patch echo due to the j th pulse of the i th pulse train and the leading edge of the
first nulse of the transmitted pulse train. These differential time delays are

4 aA + + A, + T,,)
and

f34 + ( + A, +,),

5
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B. II. CANTRELL

where aA and 3 are the time delays associated with the range to the leading and trailing edges of' 1he
A- th clutter patch respectively and (, + X, + T,,) is the circuit delay due to the transmitted pulse delays
and matched filter. The width in time of the kth clutter patch is then given by

/3 - a-A

The target range extents are assumed to be small relative to the pulse width described in range, so that
the target echo width is the pulse width . We further define

Y9 > Y/,

and

ag> a,,

for g > h so that the echoes are ordered in range.

The complex baseband signals X,(t) are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. In both cases there are
; = 3 pulses in the N = 2 pulse trains. The magnitude of the transmitted pulses are shown in both
figures, with the resulting magnitudes of the complex baseband signals X1() and X2(0) due to a single
target being shown in Fig. 4 and the resulting magnitudes due to a single clutter patch being shown in
Fig. 5. No pulse compression was used. If the frequencies oil and o.2 were well separated so that the
signals from different pulse trains could be easily separated by filters, the dotted portions of the echoes
would not be present. Later this condition will be defined as the frequency orthogonality condition.
However, if Cut = 02, then the dotted portions would be present, and if the targets or clutter did not
decorrelate significantly over the time frame, the signal magnitudes of all echoes would appear nearly
the same. In these examples echoes from the first and second pulse trains do not overlap in time. This

. condition will later be defined as the time orthogonality condition. For now we allow the signals to
!" overlap in frequency and time.

dIct)l 1d It, [A 1 + OT1])I I d22 (t, [A2 + T21)1

(A1 "+ ; yl) -4Er1"A T2--1 T ----- " T

, IT11 It, 1, + Ai + 0T1])l1l 1/T221 It, 1, [ + A2 + T211

A Ai A A
(A1 + + YI- -e -T---T- --l I--2Z TIME

A-., A2 + + yl -T2- -T2---IX2(t01 IT112 It, 1, [f + A1 + 0 1)1 I T222 It, 1, [ + A2 + T21)1

(At' + 4 + ) I-"- _ e T'"-T---H --2 " TIME
- 2  + ' + YI _ T 2 2 T 2 . - -I

Fig. 4 - Illustration of a target echo after conversion to baseband for
N 2, N - 3, and 4
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A2t T2 1 T2--

X~ttH C1 1 11. 1. A1  
1 11 1 r t

Ir
-  

I r I I

SI tI I I T IM

4 + Al+ a, TIME

A-l Pi +/1-' 2+ 01,

= ¢-+ A2 PI ,
IX21t)l

IC112(t, 1. A + r )l ICm (t 1, [f+ A2 + T2])1

r~I & A I

1 -j+ A1 , 1  TIME

'+A 2 + 1  I

Fig. 5 - Echoes from a clutter patch after conversion to baseband for
N - 2, N = 3, and C -

Another example involving a pulse-compression waveform and a single target is shown in Fig. 6.
The target echoes are shown delayed by both the matched-filter and range delays. The central peak
between zero crossings of the compressed pulse is shown to width 2 so that the pulse-compression
ratio is approximately Z/.

1d(t)l I d11(t, [ 1 + Or1])l jd12(t, [A1 + TIN

X1 +I I

0 AA
-,'+ A, + Yl - lTi

2t 2

Fig. 6 - Target echoes after conversion to haseband for
N I, N = 2, and ;
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i .Transsersal Filters

The Doppler processing of tile received signals is perlorined in a coil% cltional illanner v.th
transversal filters [1]. The process is defined by

A!

YP 0,. V, [01) = P J (, [Tr,,) (6)
,f i I

where Yp(, v, [0]) is the complex Doppler-filtered signals (passed through 0 circuit delays) of the pth
and vth filter, with p = 1, 2 ... N and v = 1, 2. 3 ..... N, N, being the number of outputs for
each pth signal, Mis the order of the filter, Wp,,,, is the rnth filter weight of the pth and vth filter, and
rp,,, is the circuit time delay of the ruth filter tap of the pth filter. Again, the arguments in brackets [01
and [TP] indicate that the signals Yp(, v) have no new delays beyond the delay 7-p,, already present in
the signal Xp(t). The signal flow for the filters is shown in Fig. 7, and the form of' the pth and vth
filter is shown in Fig. 8. The filters can be used as band-rejection filters, which are conventionally used
in MTI radar systems, or as bandpass filters, which are conventionally used in pulse-Doppler radar sys-
tems. This is accomplished by adjusting the filter weights Wpv m. The circuit time delays in the pth
filter are all identical. Consequently the time delays Tpm can be written as

T pm = (m - 1) Tp,

where the time delays Tp are set equal to the interpulse spacing Ti for i = p:

"P = Ti, for i=p.

Yl(t, 1, [01)

XJlt )  TRANSVERSAL YI(t, 2, [0])
FILTER S

Yl(t, N,, to])

-- - - 0, Yq(t, 1, [0])

X2(t)  TRANSVERSAL Y2 (t, 2, [0)
--- FILTER

. Y2(t, Nv, [0])

.S

YNt, 1,[0])

XNt) TRANSVERSAL YNt, 2, [0])
- - I FILTER

p=N
l -p YOt N V' [01)

Fig. 7 - Signal flow for the Doppler filters
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'- XP~t)

k, 12 1 iN p1 \iM Yplt, 1, [01)

SUMMING BUS

w 21 w22 w 23  SUMMING BUS

Fig. 8 - Form o!f the pth and % ih trans~ersal filter

The complex Doppler- filtered signals are written in terms of the complex baseband signals by
combining Eqs. (3) through (6), yielding

-- NN M N N

p , V[0)= I ,Wp , p(, k, [+ X,, (j- i-, + (n - I)rp])
k-lmi-li-lj-I

N, M N V

+ Z Wp.v Tp(, I, [/ + X, + (J - 1), + (Mn - l)Tpl)

N
+ I W v m Np(t), (7)

M-I

where the order of summations has been changed and the circuit time delays have been added together.

An example is illustrated in Fig. 9. Two pulse trains N = 2 containing T = 3 pulses each are
transmitted at identical frequencies but separated in time. The echoes are assumed to have no Doppler
shift so that the single target echoes are all of amplitude 1A 1, where A is a complex number of fixed
phase for all six echoes. The filter is of the order of M = 2, and all the weights are I + jO. No clutter
or noise is present. The resulting waveforms before and after filtering are shown in Fig. 9. Filter I is
matched to the first pulse train, consequently filter I gives an unusable output to the second pulse

*01 train, because the time delays in the filter do not match the pulse spacing in the pulse train. A similar
result is obtained for all pulse trains not matched to the filter. When the pulse trains pulse spacing does
match the filter time delays, the desired response is obtained. The desired response has a leading and
trailing transient condition with a steady state condition in between. In the example given the first
response in I Y,(t, v, 101) 1 is a value 1A I which comes from the first target echo. This is a transient
condition, because the entire filter is not yet loaded. The filter reaches a steady-state condition on the

* next two pulses, and then again a transient condition exists as the last pulse exits the filker.

Time Alignment

For convenience as well as for target ranging, the complex Doppler-filtered signals are passed
through a time-alignment circuit consisting of multiple sets of delay lines. The linear operation we

| require is defined by

Zpq (, v) = Yp(t, V, (,V -p) + (7 - r)(q - I) + T(N + M - I - q)1), (8)

9
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Fig. 9 - Complex Doppler filtered signals Y,(t. v, 0) for the case of N - 2. N = 3.
and M = 2, all weights Wp,, = 1. all target echoes identical, and no noise present

where p =1, 2. , q = 1, 2. (;V + AMf- 1), v = l, 2. N, and Zp (, v) is the time-
aligned Doppler-filtered signal from the vth filter appearing at the pth and qth tap of the delay lines.
The operation using delay lines is illustrated in Fig. 10.

By combining Eqs. (7) and (8), the time-aligned Doppler-filtered signals are expressed in terms of
the complex baseband signals by

N, M N Nz,, , v) I . 1_., W.,;'wv,, Cjp(t~k, [ + k, + Qj - I)T, + (M - O)p + (XN - Xp)
• k-I-I -i-lj-I

+ (T- 7p)(q - 1) +i(N+M- I -q)])

+ I I I IE Wpvm [-  + Ai + (j - 1)r, + (m - l)rp + (\N - p)
I-Irn-lI-lj-I

+ (T - r)(q - ) + F(T + M - 1 - q)I)

M4.rnI Ng(,[(AN-A,,) + (i - rp)(q - 1) + (N + M - 1 - q)]), (9)
" M-I

where the circuit time delays have been added together. Furthermore we define the signal Zq (, v) to
* be composed of three additive signal components given by

Zp. (, V) = 2, (, v)+ 2p (, v), +Z,,q , v), (10)

where the signals in ZN(0, v) are composed of complex baseband signals derived only from the echoes

due to the ith pulse trainpassing through the p = ith receiver, the signals ZP., v) are due to only the

noise, and the signals in ZN(t, v) are composed of all other complex baseband signals except those due

10[,
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Fig. 10 - Schematic representation of* he ime-alignment circuit for
filtered radar echoes f'rom the vth filter

to noise and those echoes due to the ith pulse train passing through the p = i receiver. By use of Eq.
(9), the signal Z(t, v) is

M N

(1 v = Z .. C,,, (. k, [k ± x , I (Ij - 1), + (, -T,, + (in - A.,1 k -Il =i 1/= l

+ (T - Tp )(q -- 1) + (.-V + M - I - q)])
V, M N ,

+Z Z w ,,, T,(, 1, [+ , + (.i- 1)r, + (n- l)rp + (X"-, p)

+ ( - p)(q - I) + T-(N + M - 1- q)]), (1)

the signal ZP, (t, v) is
M

Zp , )WV, Np(, [(X, - A,) + (i -+p)(q - 1) + -(N + M - I - q)), (12)

and the signal 2, (T, v) is
N ,

2,pq %(', v)= W v , C, j (t, k, + N4 A -lm-Ij-I

+ (N + M- 2)-+ (j + m- 2)r- (q - l)rp])

N, M ,N

"+ Z , 1 Wp,,,"" T(t, [-+ ,

+ (N + M- 2)T + (/ + in - 2)7 - (q - l)rP]). (13)
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The understanding of the structure and properties of the componcnt Z, (U. v) of the timc-aligned
Doppler-filtered signals represented by Eq. (13) is a major thrust of' the study to be presented.

The time-alignment operation is defined so that echoes from a single target will cause nonzero sig-
nals to be simultaneously present over a time 4 in ZrP(. v) for all permissible values of p and q when
the transmitter transmits all N •N pulses. The reason for this requirement and the proof that the
time-alignment operator matches this requirement is discussed later. However, knowing the require-
ment allows us to discuss, in the next paragraph, why q takes on values up to N + M- i.

After a target echo due to the first pulse of the ith puise train passed through the (p = i)th
receiver becomes present in the filter, the filter responds to each subsequent echo until a steady-state
condition is reached at the time of the target echo due to the Mth pulse. A steady-state condition of
the filter is maintained until after the target echo due to the last transmitted pulse (the Nth pulse of the

* ith pulse train) is processed. At this point the filter continues to have an output in M - 1 time loca-
tions even though there is no input target echo. Consequently there are N + M - I filter responses
due to echoes from a single target and the ith pulse train which are passed through the p = ith
receiver. For any given target and any ith pulse train, there are M - 1 filter responses at the beginning
and the end of the total set of filtered responses in which the filter is in a transient state, and there are

SN - M + 1 filter responses in which the filter is in a steady-state condition.

An example of the time-alignment operation is illustrated in Fig. 11. The input signals are shown
in Fig. 9. The pulse trains shown for ZM(t, v) are the components of 2.(t, v), and the regions of
time in Fig. 9 labeled "unusable results" are the components of Z,(t, v). The noise component
ZM (t, v) is zero. One time exists when all the processed echoes in Z(t, v) from a single target are
brought into time alignment, which is the desired result.

Target Detector

The target detection and measurement process will not be of concern in the study and thus will
not be discussed in depth in setting the stage for presenting the study. However, it is defined so that
the form of all the signal processors are described before we develop the basic theorems and describe

* •conventional pulse-Doppler and MTI operations. The basic detector is constructed from a series of
three operations. First the outputs of the time-alignment operation Z,(t, v) are passed through a con-
ventional CFAR detector expressed by

D (t, v) 1 I if ZW(t, v) > (-(t) W X t(t),

10, otherwise,
for p = 1, 2. N, q = 1, 2. (N + M- 1), and v = 1, 2. N, where c,(t) is the CFAR

* 0 normalization parameter which requires estimation, 1 (t) is the first threshold, and Dpn(t, v) is the
detector output, which is 1 if a signal is present above the background at the pqth tap of the time-
alignment circuit and is 0 if no signal is present. The second operation is involved in counting the
number of simultaneous target detections obtained from the outputs of the time-alignment operation.
The process is defined by

( N N+M-I

v, /)- 1, if Oq ) pDq(, v) > 12 (t),DQ V 'A) - p-I q-1

0, otherwise,

forju = 1, 2. N,, and v - 1, 2 . N,, where 0p(jA, t) is a function which takes on values of 0
and 1, 0t2(0) is the second threshold, N. is the number of second detector operations, and D(, v, I)

* is the output of the second detector operation which takes on a value of 0 or 1. Finally the third detec-
tor operation is an operation defined on the output of the second operation, and several possibilities
exist. An example of third detector operation is

12
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Fig. I I- Time-alignment operation performed on the complex

Doppler-filtered signals of Fig. 9

D(t, v) , if 1 D(t, V, /A) > 0 3(t),I0, otherwise,

4 for v = 1, 2. N, where n is the logic and operator, 1/03(1) is the threshold of the third detector
operation, and D(, v) is the detection history for each of the vth Doppler filters as a function of time.

The detector operations may be interpreted as follows. The first operation is concerned with
obtaining the detection of signals above the background for all outputs of the tiie-alignnent operation.
The next two detector operations are concerned with allowing only a final target declaration for a
specified distribution of detections made by the first detector across the p = I, 2 ..., Nand q = 1, 2.
... , N + M - I outputs of the time-alignment circuit. For example the second detector could require
coincident detections for all values of p as q takes on different values M = q. The third detector could

13
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then require IA = of the outputs of tile second detector to be present. If a pq matrix of first detec-
tions were constructed, we would find A columns with all values being I if' a final target declaration was
made for this example. The data flow in the detector and the processes involved are represented pic-
torially in Fig. 12.

Dpq(t, V) _p D(t, v, 1) REQUIREMENT ON THE DISTRIBUTION
OF DETECTIONS OVER THE pq

MATRIX OF Os AND ls

MATRIX OF
Gs AND ls

Dpq(t, v p Dt, v, 2)

Zp t D pxllt, v) Ofv)

THIRD DETECTOR
qj OrERATION

FIRST DETECTOR DO, v, Ny)
OPERATION Dpq(t, V)

SECOND DETECTOR
OPERATION

Fig. 12 - Functional operations of a detector

Although we have not discussed the material required to fully understand the detection process,
we can make a few brief comments concerning the detector. First, clutter conditions exist for which
targets are masked in some of the outputs of the time-alignment operation. Consequently only certain
subsets of the outputs of the time-alignment circuits will contain detectable signal levels due to targets.
Second, there is a tradeoff between the probability of detecting real targets and the probability of detect-
ing ghost targets. This tradeoff is controlled by the second and third operations of the detector, which
control the requirements on the distribution of detections over the outputs of the time-alignment
operation. A ghost-target condition exists when a target declaration is made which is due to the echoes
of multiple targets at different ranges. The form of the detector was chosen to balance the real-target
and ghost-target detections when targets are visible over a portion of the time-alignment circuits.

Once a final target declaration is made, the target's range and angle of arrival are determined,
Both are determined in a conventional manner. The range is determined by measuring the time delay

*. (proportional to range) between the first transmitted pulse and the target detection and subtracting off a
fixed circuit bias. The angle is recorded at the time of the target detection.

BASIC THEOREMS AND DEFINITIONS

*m We now define frequency and time orthogonality conditions between pulse trains. The processors
we will describe that will be involved in the study will require at least one of the two conditions for
proper operation. The basic theorem underlying such operation we will then state and prove. This

14
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theoren "imply inolkes the rearralgemllent of' nerns in he represemJJon of the signidJs. Some othcr

theorcms and definitions which are independent of a specific I)oppler processor arc next gi en.

Orthogonality Conditions

The frequency orthogonality condition is defined as follows:

Definition: The pulse trains are said to meet the frequency orthogonality condition if Zp (t, v) is below
the thermal noise for all p, q, and v even for the very strongest echo conditions. This implies that the
pulse trains are offset in frequency wi enough so that good filtering can separate them.

The time orthogonality condition is defined as follows:

Definition: The pulse trains are said to meet the time orthogonality condition if Zpq (t, v) and Z,,q(l, v)
do not occur over the same time. This condition is met if any two pulse trains are separated in time
enough. The condition is stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 1: The time orthogonality condition is met if

x- ,) > (N - 1) r, + max min m, for all

where max is the time equivalent of the range to the farthest expected echo and min is the[ Y, I IYI

time equivalent of the range to the nearest echo. This lemma is proved in Appendix A.

Rearrangement Theorem

The rearrangement theorem, which is fundamental to processor operation in the study, involves
rearranging the terms describing Zq (t, v) and defining new signals which are components of 7 N(i, v).
The theorem is as follows:

Rearrangement Theorem. The signal Z,, (t. v) can be written as

ZNq (t, v) = 2,4(tv)+Z (tv),

where
N, < >

2T(, v)- E R, (, v, I)+shG', v, I)+R,(, v, )1
/-I

and
N, < >

0, v) .[R,(t, v N k) + Sc(t. v, k) + R(t, v, k)I,
k-I

in which
< M-I j
R"(, v, 1) Wpvm Tp(j -m+i)p (, 1, (- + XN + (N + M- 2)i4 ]'-I ,-1

7 + U'- 1)P - (q - )rp,)

15
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N M
pq-) p, pv_.,+ mtp (t. I, +. +A N+ M -2)

• " . j'-M m-1

+ (j' - P- (q -O)p]

< ~M-1 j,
Rjq (1, v, k) 1 7, vrn Cp(jm-+I)p (0, k, [+±XN (N +±M - 2)T

j-j rn-i

>M

-Mm-

+ QI' - OTP- (q - l)TPI)
>NT+M-1 M -

Rr (t, v, k) , Wpv,, CP',+i)p (t, k, [ + XN +((N + M- 2)T
j'-N+I m-j'-N+l

+ (j' - OT P- (q - )Tp])

The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix A. We define <, 4(i v) and ,( vascm
ponents of Z (0, v) due to targets and clutter respectively. We define R(, v, I)adR(tv )apq , v, 1) and = ( v, k) as
left remainder signals for targets and clutter respectively. We define by S1.4t, v, /) and S, (t, v, k) as

separation signals for targets and clutter respectively. We define RT(t, V, 1) and Rcq(, v, k) as right
remainder signals for targets and clutter respectively. All the right remainder, separation, andlf
remainder signals appear at the pqlh tap of the time-alignment circuit for the vth filter. The f' index

*represents the counting of the number of filtered target echoes from a single target starting with the
first one and ending with the last one as the filter decays to zero._ The index range j' = 1 to M - 1
represents the filter's transient signals, the index range f' - M to NV represents the filter's steady-state
signals, and the index range f N + I to V + M - I represents the filter's decaying signals for a

*given target or clutter. The left remainder signals for any one target or clutter is composed of terms for
when the filter is in a transient state during the initial buildup. The separation signals for any one tar-
get or clutter is composed of terms for when the filter is in a steady-state condition. The right

* remainder signals for any one target or clutter is composed of terms for when the filter response is
decaying. The example shown in Fig. 11 is repeated in Fig. 13 with the separation and remainder sig-
nals labeled.

Separation Time Intervals

The concept of separation time intervals is defined on pulse trains meeting either the time ortho-
gonality condition or. the frequency orthogonality condition. The kth-clutter-patch separation time
interval for the pth pulse train denoted by A is defined with the aid of Fig. 14 as follows. First time
is broken into intervals of length T beginning at the time of the leading edge of the first transmitted
pulse in the first pulse train. The left edge of AI is then defined as the first time interval of length the

which occurs after the time interval containing the trailing edge of RTh i0, k) and is given by

integer k +Xp J a + r j + (M - 2)T V

where
s= , + X,, + (N + M - 1 - (q - d y saf

16
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I( 12 TIMEi ~ ~~+ 2 

+ Yl I R4
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TFig. 13 - Remainder and separation signals for the example sho'An in Fig. I I

P'ULSE .1 7HE FIRST]

PULSE TRAIN J

( )I Ap _______v,_0!
TIME

O'-- (k r,, + IM 2) TV- ----- ( + A, N- M 2), (q 11 TV

i- nteger I f TV

(1 'V M 2) TV

Fig. 14 - The kth-clutter-patch sepdration time for the pth pulse rain A
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The right edge of Akp is defined as the last time interval of length T. which occurs before the time

interval containing the leading edge of R" (, v, k) and is given by

integer~ Tk~P~ + +T

Subtracting the left edge from the right edge gives the width of the kth-clutt,r-patch separation time
interval for the pth pulse train as

integer alk + Xpq T7 - integer Ak + Xpq 1
1P + (;V-MAf+ O)'r

Tp Tp j

Similarly, the Ith target separation time interval for the pth pulse train denoted by AT" is defined
with the aid of Fig. 15 as follows. Again time is broken into intervals of length TP beginning at the
time of the leading edge of the first transmitted pulse in the first pulse train. The left edge of AT is
then defined as the first time interval of length rP which occurs after the time interval containing the

trailing edge of RT(t, v, k) and is given by

integer T + T + (M -2)7p[ rp

-FIRST TRANSMIIIEO1
PULSE OF THE FIRST|

I PULSE TRAIN j I(t. v, k)l IR It, v, k)I
wT

IL•

TIME

--, + xpq Tp 1.-

SY1 + xp + 4 + (M-2)r - ini

l1.-integer Y + + P + 1 + M-2)Tp

Fig. 15 - The Ith target separation time interval T

.T-

" The right edge of A4 is defined as the last time interval of length rp which occurs before the time
*interval containing the leading edge of Rr4(t, v, k) and is given by

Y1q -xp' -4

integer + ++ N p.

* Subtracting the left edge from the right edge gives the width of the kth-clutter-patch separation time
interval for the pth pulse train as

ittir + (N- M+ )T.
in8 Ip

18
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We next state the separation-time-interval theorem, which wkill be used later.

Separation- Tinme-Intertal Th('orem: [le tilter is in steady-state operation over the kth-clutter-patch
* separation time interval for echoes from the A ti clutter patch due to the (p = i)th pulse train. Sini-

lrly the filter is in steady- tate operation o\er the lth-target selxration time interval for echoes lron
- the /th target due to the (p = i)th pulse train,

The proof of the theorem is given ii Appendix A. This theorel is almost trivial but serves its
the basis of the rest i)f this report. F-urthermore we ind the filter can obtain steady-state operation
locally over a clutter patch. We will more fully exploit this fact subsequently.

The two cases which arose in the theorem proof are illustrated in Figs. 16 and 17. In Fig. 16, part
of tile steady-state separation signal is co'ered by the remainder signal. but the steady-state filter condi-
t tion exists over tile k tb-clutter-patch separation time inter\'il. In Fig. 17, the steady-state separation
signal exists over only portions of the kth-clutter-patch separation tine interval, and none of it is
co\ered by the re,iainder signals.

Sc rt k),

TIME

b' --- aw + Zc .q M - I)rp

' k . X. + (M-2} n-- *--

l -- -"w x+ 
+  

N =

9k+ xm (N-11 P

Pk 
+  

XP I 
+ 

IN 
+ 

M-21

Fig. 16 - Time frames for the clutter remainder and separation signal for
(0" - ork) > rt, for the kth clutter patch and the pth pulse train

Time-Alignment Theorem
We are now in a position to state that the time-alignment operation defined earlier does in lact

perform the desired operation. We restate the operation as a theorem, with the proof being given in
Appendix A:

4
Time-Alignment Theorem. The filtered radar echo from a single target due to the jth pulse of the ith
pulse train appears in 2p, (, v) for p= iand q =j'at a time Xv + T(N + M- 2). This is true for
all values ofi= 1, 2. NandJ'= 1, 2,..N+ M- 1.

Segmented Clutter Signals
4

A well-known fact about pulse-Doppler radars is that when the range is ambiguous due to the
clutter extent and the pulse-repetition rate, tile clutter echoes from multiple ranges are superimposed.

19
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<C >C

'C It Rp tvk IRQ ,k

-. " - ak + Xpq 4- I
Il- 1 3
"-- Pk + xpq + (M-2) rp kISpc(t, v, W1l

ak + Xpq + IM-i) Tp

l- integer J( + p + Tp + (M-2) Tp---.4

integerIk Xpq T

P k + Xpq + (R-1)Tp

a ',Ok + X + N Tp

'
3
k + Xp + (N + M-2) Tp

Fig. 17 - Time frames for the clutter remainder and separation signals for (Ilk - a,) < rp
for the kth clutter patch and the pth pulse train

Subsequently we will prove theorems concerning this property. In the interim, however, it is useful to
define a segmented clutter signal:

Definition of a Segmented Clutter Signal: If the time interval required to transmit the ith pulse train,
which meets either the frequency orthogonality condition or the time orthogonality condition, is larger
than the time extent of the kth clutter echo, then the kth clutter echo can be broken into time inter-
vals of width T, and the kth clutter echo can be expressed by

Cp(j'-_m+l)p(t, k, [Xpq + (J'- 1)T,])

C t, k, /., integer + p + (j'- )p -+ -)
.L-I I"rI p 1

where the Mth segmented clutter signal is

- C'P(j'-m+l)P t, k, 1, integer Ik + Xpq rP + ('- )7 + i - 1)T

and is the same as

Cp(j,,m+t)p(t, k, (X, + (J' - 1),,)
over the time interval from (j - I)T, to Arp,. The time interval from (4 - 1)-r to IAT p is defined for
IA- I as the first time segment of length T1 containing ak. Furthermore Nk is

.4 inee Ak + -integer fak + Xpql+
7 J TI

where again the integer function simply means that the fractional part of (le rational number is
ignored.

The lth segmented clutter is illustrated in Fig. 18. The figure shows thal segmented clutter sig-
nals are simply pieces of the clutter signal defined over time intervals of 7r. The leading edge of the
u. th segmiented clutter signal is localed at the ti me
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-Co 11 - 1- P It, k. [xpq+'i -( .To

(ml~p It, k, ., Iinteger k _ Pq_ + (I + I Tp 1 )I

TIME|lk +y., v--1=2=3w4~5

1. integer p --" jT - 1)Tp--

4k + X.0P4

k integerf jo ~qI + (j -1) Tp + (01) T1 1

1integer k - P }ITP + (j-I) Tp + (M1-1) T p--ITTpP

Fig. 18 - The uth segmented clutter signal

integer k + Xpq T + (j' ) + (A - )rP,

• . T p

and the trailing edge of the )uth segmented clutter signal is located at the time

integer {a +  J + ('- l)rP + (A - l)rP + rP,

Eclipsing Conditions

High-power pulsed monostatic radars blank their receivers while they transmit. If an echo is
entering the radar antenna and receiver during this time, it is not received and eclipsing is sai6 to occur.
Figure 19 illustrates the eclipsing of an echoes from a single target due to a pulse train of three pulses.
The transmitted pulses are labeled 8(t), and the echoes at the input to the receiver are labeled X(t).
Since 8() is a pulse train which uses pulse modulations such as linear FM for pulse compression, only
the envelope of 8(t) and of X(t) is shown. These waveforms illustrate the relative timing. As Fig. 19
shows, the echoes from the first and second pulses occur during the transmission time of the second
and third pulses respectively, and a partial eclipsing occurs. After the echoes are passed through the

- receiver and matched filter, the echoes partially eclipsed will not be completely matched to the filter.
However, the last echo not eclipsed is completely matched to the filter and yields the normal desired
response.

For waveforms which meet the time orthogonality condition, a few eclipsing properties can easily
• -be computed and are shown in Table 1. The left column shows the interval of time that the single-

target echo due to the first pulse of the ith pulse train must fall within foi eclipsing to occur. Next the
number of times the echoes are or are not eclipsed is given. The fraction of the echo eclipsed for those

*I echoes being eclipsed is next given. Finally the number of times the filter can obtain a steady-state
condition for a single target without using eclipsed or partially eclipsed echoes is computed (the number
of times echoes are not eclipsed plus one minus the order of the filter A) and is shown in the table. If
the quantity is negative, the quantity is set to zero. The proof of the results in Table I is given in
Appendix A. Even if some echoes are eclipsed, th2 filter can reach steady-state operation and the tar-
get and clutter can be separated if they have different Doppler properties. We will not discuss the pro-

*1 perties of waveforms which do not meet the time orthogonality condition. These properties are much
more complex, because transmitted pulses from multiple pulse trains can eclipse target echoes from the
ith pulse train. However, the analysis is similar.
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Fig. 19 - Target eclipsing for N = 1. N = 3, , and a single target

Table I - Single-Target Eclipsing Conditions for Target Echoes Due to the
Ah Pulses Train Being Eclipsed by Pulses From the tth Pulse Train

Time Interval of the Number of Times Fraction of Number of Times the Filter Can Obtain a Steady-State Condition
First Target Echo y, Echoes are the Time an For a Single Target Without Using Eclipsed Echoes

Unprocessed Echo
is Eclipsed Filter Order M

Eclipsed Not Eclipsed 2 3 4 ... N- 2 N- I N

- TV 0 ,/, 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0

T,- r-, I I+,- 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0

2r, 2r, + N-2 2 y, - 2,I/, I 0 0 ... 0 0 0
3

T,3T,+(, N-3 3 Iy,-3,, 2 I 0 ... 0 0 0

4r,--47, + N-4 4 Iy,-4,I/ , 3 2 I ... 0 0 0

2)-2,--IN-2)r, -+, 2 T-2 Iy,-(N-2)r,I/Z, (N-3) (N-4) TN-5) ... 1 0 0
I. l)?,, - i)7, +, 1 N - I ; (F;- D)7(, (RN-2) (RN-3) ?-(- 4) ... 2 1 0

I -Nr ,.V,+4, 0 N 0 (N- I) (N-2) (AN- 3) ... 3 2 1
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Table I can also be used to describe eclipsing of clutter echoes as long as tile interpretation is
modified slightly. If tile clutter patch extent is smaller than the time between pulses /A -A < T,,

Table I can be used directly with several slight modifications. Tile left-hand column is read as tile time
interval within which any part of the first clutter echo lies. The colurin on the fraction of time an
uncompressed echo is eclipsed is not meaningful. lowever, the time interval the processed clutter

*i echoes are modified due to eclipsing is bounded by 24, but may be less, depending on a,, and 3,.

When tile clutter patch extent is greater than the time between pulses 13 - ak > 7, the Mu it
of eclipsing is different for different time int,.r ,als of tihe clutter patch. This is illustrated in Figz. 20.
Since the signal 1'() is composed of tile superposition of the clutter echoes that o, erlap in time, tme
results are better illustrated by showirig the magni tude of the components of X(i). Figure 20 shows
that the eclipsing affects the early part of the clutter patch three times and affects tile later part of
clutter patch occurring time 7, later only two times. Using this exanple as a guide, tile properties listed
in Table I can be used for this case as well with the following change in interpretation. Since in these
cases the clutter echo due to the first pulses can now fall into several time intervals in the left column.
the properties for each clutter segnient over these time intervals can be read in the right-hand columns.
Consequently the filter can reach steady-state ,unditions for some segments of the clutter patch and not
for others without using signals modified by eclipsing.

" --i"--- {- ICll 1 It. 1, [4-+ A'1 + Ornll TIME

u ECLIPSED~ 1 / I 21 (t, 1, [4-+ A1 + "rll IC131 It, 1, [4-+ A.1 + 2r1 ])i

"..

0

PULSE-DOPPL ERADLTS PEATO

U

Most radars using Doppler processing adjust their operation to a steady state such that targets can
be separated from clutter. However, often this is done without regard to the sizes and distribution of
clutter patches. Consequently pulse-Doppler radars use enough pulses so that a steady-state condition
is reached with respect to all clutter and targets. We will define conventional pulse-Doppler and MTI
operation which is consistent with past usage but in terms of our new development.

- Pulse-Doppller and MTI Defiitions

Before giving the conditions for pulse-Doppler operation, the following definitions are first given.
The pulse-Doppler separation time interval for clutter on the pth pulse tratin is defined by

CL

k-i
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and the pulse-Doppler separation time interval for targets on the pth pulse train is defined by
nV

1-t

where n is the symbol for intersection. These separation time intervals are simply the smallest time
interval contained in all the clutter or target separation time intervals respectively. The pulse-Doppler
separation time interval for clutter is illustrated in Fig. 21. The condition for pulse-Doppler operation
can then be stated as follows.

N<N Nc <17 R' R (, v, k)lI
I! RCl t, v. kIl q l
k- 1  k-i

C
I- -c

a + TIME

I - /jNc + Xpq + (A-2) Tp

integer p q P + TP + (M-2) p

t-. integer a X-p + N p

I l +XaI+ + N rp

" Nc + Xpq + (N + M-2) Tp

Fig. 21 - Pulse-Doppler separation time interval for clutter for the pth pulse train
which meets the pulse-Doppler operation condition (Gc > pd

Definition of the Condition for Conventional Pulse-Doppler and MTI Operation. For pulse trains which meet
the time orthogonality or frequency orthogonality condition, the condition for pulse-Doppler or MTI

operation on the i -_pth pulse train requires that the intersection of the pulse-Doppler separation time
intervals for clutter A' and targets AT on the pth pulse train be greater than the pulse-repetition interval
TP in width. This is written as

width of (A' nA/I > T,.

Furthermore, if the condition

1 > max or - min or

(.V, 4 + ,)I, (-yI + X, - ,)IT,

JON, + Xpq) (a, + Xpq)

is met, where max or is the farthest radar echo and min or is the

(_Y, + Xpq + 1) (-' + X - 0,1

nearest radar echo, then the condition stated is for MTI operation (unambiguous range), otherwise it is
for pulse-Doppler operation.

This definition is a condition on the global requirements for steady-state operation of the filter.

The filter is in steady-state operation with respect to all echoes due to the (i = p)th pulse train for at

least one pulse-repetition interval. Consequently, if the clutter and targets have significantly different
Doppler shifts and the pulse-repetition interval is short enough, the targets can be separated from the
clutter with the filter over the time frame that the global steady-state condition exists. Furthermore.
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the targets will appear at least once over the time frame A' n I " since this time frame is greater than
P p'

SrP and target echoes appear at time intervals of rP when the filter is in steady-state operation.

The second requirement defines the operation as MTI or pulse Doppler along conventional lines.
For MTI operation, the range is unambiguous, and consequently the pulse-repetition interval exceeds
the distance between the furthest and nearest echo measured in time. Otherwise, the range is ambigu-
ous, and the operation is defined as being pulse Doppler. We next investigate requirements for and
properties of the pulse-Doppler and MTI operation.

Requirement on Transmitted Pulses

For the filter to reach steady-state operation and the conditions for pulse-Doppler operation to be
met, a number of pulses must be transmitted. The requirement on the number of pulses needed is
stated in the following theorem.I
Theorem on the Number of Pulses Required for Pulse-Doppler and MTI Operation: If a pulse train meets
the condition for pulse-Doppler or MTI operation, the number of transmitted pulses on the ith pulse
train N must be

WtN, + Xpq)/ITp 1 (ai + Xpq) /p
;V > integer max or -integer ain or + M

(Y N, + X pq+ /r,)r + Vi + 

for pulse-Doppler operation. For the special case of MTI operation

N > MorN > M + 1,

depending on the relative values of the nearest and farthest echoes to the time intervals T P measured
from time equal to zero.

The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix B. This theorem basically states that the number
of pulses required for pulse-Doppler operation is enough to fill the filter of order M plus the number of
pulses required to extend from the nearest echo to the farthest echo. This further means a need to
keep transmitting in the presence of nearby targets until the farthest echo is received and the filter is
filled so steady-state conditions are met.

Pulse-Doppler Clutter Stacking Theorem

A well-known property of pulse-Doppler radars is that the clutter echoes are superimposed from
all ranges which are a multiple of the range equivalent of the pulse-repetition interval and that the
echoes anywhere in range are not superimposed for MTI operation. We restate this property as a
theorem and prove it in Appendix B in terms of our previous mathematical structure.

Pulse-Doppler Clutter Stacking Theorem. At any instant of time, over the pulse-Doppler separation time
* intervals for clutter and targets for the pth pulse train, the filter response is due to the excitation
4l formed from the superposition of echoes from the pth pulse train belonging to each clutter patch seg-

ment /4 = 1, 2 ..... N, of each clutter patch for k = 1, 2 .... N, Furthermore, if the MTI condi-
tion is met, the filtered steady-state echoes of S (t, v, k) at any instant of time is due to one and only
one clutter-patch segment of one and only one clutter patch.

A Counting Theorem

It is useful to know the number of times a target will appear in the pulse-Doppler separation time
interval. This result is stated as a theorem, and the proof is given in Appendix B.
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Counting Theorem. The number Ns of target separation signals S7'(. v, I), for the lth target due to

the pth pulse train which meets the condition for pulse-Doppler operation that appears in the pulse-
Doppler separation time interval is given by

(atI + )(P)/r P (J3 + Xp,)/Tp

Ns= integer min or -integer max or + (N - + 1).

(VtI + )pq - P,)/rp (-'y + Xp, + TP

Range Ambiguities

A well-known property of pulse-Doppler radars is that range is ambiguous. This will be stated as
a theorem. No proof of this will be given, since it is well known. Interpreting the property in our
notation, we note that the filter is in steady-state operation with respect to all echoes over the pulse-
Doppler separation time interval. Then all targets that are multiples of the pulse-repetition interval are
located in the same place in range over this interval.

Theorem on Target Range Ambiguitiesjbr Pulse-Doppler Radars. For a pulse train which meets the pulse-
Doppler condition, all targets separated by multiples of the pulse-repetition interval rp will be ambigu-
ous in range.

CONTROLLED-PULSE-DOPPLER OPERATION

The previously described material has set the stage for properly presenting the main developments
of this study, which are described next. We will show that the filter can obtain steady-state operation
with respect to echoes from a given clutter patch and will show that over the time interval in which this
occurs no other signals due to other clutter patches are present. Consequently the targets can be
separated from the clutter in each clutter patch individually. However, certain conditions must be met
and the results must be properly interpreted before this operation can be achieved.

Definition of Controlled-Pulse-Doppler Operation

We begin the development by defining the requirements for obtaining pulse-Doppler operation on
a clutter patch.

Definition of the Condition for Controlled-Pulse-Doppler (CPD) Operation. For pulse trains which meet the
time orthogonality or frequency orthogonality condition, the condition for CPD operation on the kth
clutter patch and the (i = p)th pulse train requires that the width of the separation time interval for the
kth clutter patch and pth pulse train A' be greater than rp, which is written as: width of A I > T.
Furthermore over A' we require that there be no other signals present due to other clutter patches.
Finally, if the condition

1k- ak < Tp

is met, we say the operation is controlled MTI (CMTI) operation (unambiguous range across thc clutter
patch), otherwise we say it is CPD operation.

This definition is a condition on the local requirements for steady-state operation of the filter.
Consequently, if the kth clutter patch and targets contained within it have significantly different
Doppler shifts and the pulse repetition interval is short enough, targets can be separated from the kth
clutter patch with the filter over the time frame that the local steady-state conditions exists. Further-
more, the targets will appear at least once over the time frame of A",,, since this time frame is greater
than rp and target echoes appear at time intervals r,,, when the filter is in steady-state operation. The
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- ,: .second requirement defines the operation as NIFI or pulse Doppler w ith respect to a particular clutter
patch. For MT! clutter-patch operation tie range is unanlbiguous across tile clutter patch. Ot herwisL.,
the range is ambiguous across the clutter patch, and the operation is defined as being pulse Doppler.
We next investigate requirements for and properties of the CPI) operation.

Requirement on Transmitted Pulses

For the filter to reach steady-state operations with respect to a particular clutter patch so that one
of the conditions for CPD operation is met, the number of transmitted pulses must meet a require-
ment. This requirement is stated in the following theorem, which is proved in Appendix C.

Theorem on the Number of Pulses Requiredjbr CPD Operation. If a pulse train meets the condition for
CPD operation on the kth clutter patch, the number of transmitted pulses on the ith pulse train NV
must be

N > integer ( + Xpq)/l'p) - integer{(ak + Xpq)/Tp) + M

for CPD operation. For the special case of CMTI operation

N >MorN M+1,

depending on the relative values of the leading and trailing edge of the clutter patch with respect to the
. time intervals T measured from time equal to zero.

Controlled-Pulse-Doppler Clutter Stacking Theorem

For CPD operation, in a similar manner as we described for pulse-Doppler radars, clutter echoes
are superimposed from ranges which are multiples of the range equivalent of the pulse-repetition inter-
val. However, the clutter echoes are stacked from only a portion of the ranges, because of the short
duration of the pulse train. We state the property in a theorem.

CPD Clutter Stacking Theorem. At any instant of time over the separation time interval for the kth
clutter patch and the pth pulse train A'k, the filter response is due to the superposition of echoes
belonging to all the kth clutter-patch segments A = 1, 2. Nk but no other clutter echoes under
the CPD operating conditions. Furthermore, if the CMTI condition is met, the filter response under
these conditions is due to one and only one clutter-patch segment.

The proof has already been given as a portion of the proof of the pulse-Doppler clutter stacking
theorem in Appendix B. In that theorem it was necessary to show the clutter stacking results individu-
ally before the collective results were given.

A Counting Theorem

It is useful to know the number of times a target will appear in the separation time interval, and
the result is stated as the following theorem, which is proved in Appendix C.

.CPD Counting Theorem. The number N,(k) of target separation signals ST (t, v, I) that appears in the
separation time interval Akp for the Ith target located in the kth clutter patch and due to the pth pulse
train which meets the CPD condition is given by

N,(k) = integer [(ak + Xp,)/Tp] - integer [(O3, + pj)/7rp] + V - M + I.

*i Separation Requirements

We have investigated the requirements for unmasking a target in the kth clutter patch. We next
investigate the requirements for not corrupting this result with echoes from other clutter patches. The
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conditions we need are illustrated in Fig. 22. The transient decay of the (k - l)th filter given by the

right remainder signal R,, L .' - 1) must end before tle kth-cluitor-patich separattmon time inter,, l
A" begins. Furthermore A4,, must end before the transient hii tlup (f the filter begins for the
(k + )th clutter patch. The conditions ,,hicli must he met to ensure this operation is stated in the liol-
lowing theorem and proved in Appendi\ C.

Theorem on CPD Separation Requirement 1. For a pulse train to nieet tie CPI) requirements, the lead-
ing edge of the (k + l)th clutter patch a+l must be a distance of

,t > inleger ((0, + kll/TI,- , + (,(A) + I -

'+ from tle kthi clutter patch, and tile Atli Cl utter patch iiiust be a distance of

integer (((t, + X,,,V)/7,7, - X/',/ > f3- I + (N, (A) + Al - 2)7,

frorn the (k - 1)tli clutter patch.

This theoren is important. bec,.ause it shows that the number of pulses N and pulse spacing 7

must be chosen such that a separation tine inter zl is obtained and is not corrupted with echoes f'ro m
other clutter patches. The requirenierts are illustrated in Fig. 23. The figure shows that for small
V, (k ) and Ml the clutter-patch separations equal just several pulse-repetition intervals r,. Consequently
for short values of T P the patches can be ftlirly closely spaced and yet the CPD operation can be
obtained.

R. It. k 1) It, ,k)c

UP RRPt. (t.Ik k

STIME

tnteget T, + (M-2)T

nteger -- P N
rP

- -- k

Fig. 22 - Conditions necessary to keep other-clutter-patch echoes
From corrupting the Oth clutter patch

(k-1)th CLUTTER kth CLUTTER (k + 1)th CLUTTER
PATCH PATCH PATCH

ak-l I k-1 ak k I -+ I k + I

I"' ' I

d I I

,.IiI I I

--. 1I.- -.. I.-- ---I11 11 1 I- I

p Ns (k) + M-2)TP hNs(k) + M-1)Tp

Fig 23 - Clutter patch separation for CPD operation
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The nest queCstion thatl iri,,es is kle h cr onle 1.it tasks, t irgts in (ither clutter IMItICs k hl 011C is

Set Lip tot estract 1,trgets front st [lhe (A = A )il tlt he slItiili s1.,111 1"Illustrated ini Fig. 24. \klijch

shocms that there are a nlumber of iitcr\ al 01l lengLth1 7 across the sepatrattoii time inter~al At,, because
thle ranige ex tent of' the A *i t I paCh C\ scds, fie ranlge e s ten A Il It a ih. f Itese ii r~ als are Labeled
s = 1 , 2, ... ,V, (AkI.We rq tt.ire one of' thIese iiitcr\ als s = s to lnot he coisered by rental nder signals

*from adjacent clutter patches. Fronit itecse thtoughts a requ111'ire et nil I Ie closCieSS 01' Al'daceniii ltter

patches can be obtained, e spressed in tilie foillo%%ing I heore i.

Theorem on CPD Separation Requirement 2. Given a pulse train that meets the CPD requirements for
the kth clutter patch, it is possible to obtain steady-state operation for the kth patch over at least one
time interval T P and not be covered by remainder signals from itself or other clutter patches if the fol-
lowing requirements are met:

* (PA* - ) > ()34 - IRA),

*there is a value s in which both

integer I a k + X,)Tp > Wk- I + X + (M - 2)Tp + (N, (k) s- T

and

ak+l > integer( Wk~ + Xpq)/-rp) Tp + Tp+ (M - 2YrP + (s + I)T -pXPq

are true and scan vary from I to N,(kW.

Rc, it, v, k-it( k+1

UNCOVERED

Rc (tv, k)

n.- teger [' ~ I T I + (M -21 T - S S 3 s 5 TIM E
Tp I P

akk I ,,+( + M-1Xp - --

io Inegr X Tp + ~ T -I-.- ---1-- -

inegr Tege+ T +N-2T s+
T PP

Fig. 24 - Remainder signats and the separation time nter%. hIi 111Ci A 111 IL1teir pat chi
when the number of putses is set by the A *11 Liutier j1,11111

Thle theorem basically states that for those patches of' less range c steni thtan the raingee steiii (if

the kethi patch one can extract targets if' the distance between the nearest ed~ges tilie adjacent1 patOcs
is greater than anl integer multiple of thle pulse-recpetit ion in ten al 7-,,. as illu.strated in Fig 2SI ts iig
this theorem and the others concerning CPD we are no1w in a position to discuss lii in algi in fm i i

choosing the pulse burst could be designed.

We could start the algorithm by finding the patch %i) it ile longest ratige ex teiit and decteimic ilie

pulse-repetition interval T and number of pulses N in tilie pulse train to obtaini (TD1 opera iliii i his
patch. Next we could determine if targets in other clutter patches can he founld M~ using the results lit
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(k-l)th kth lk+l~th
CLUTTER CLUTTER CLUTTER k'th CLUTTER
PATCH PATCH PATCH PATCH

"'* Tp

i I 1 I I1 II 1 1-1 I

C I

(M-2)Tp + (Ns(k)-s)r p  (M-1)p + (S + Tp

FOR SOME s BETWEEN 1 AND Ns(k)

Fig. 25 - Spacial separation requirements to see targets in other patches when
CPD-operation conlitions are set on the k patch

the theorem on CPD separation requirement 2. If all these conditions are satisfied, the one pulse burst
will unmask all targets in all patches. If the conditions are not satisfied, we have three fundamental
choices: use more than one burst, redefine patches by combining some into a single patch, or not see in
all patches. The algorithm must incorporate judgment then as to what is most important before the
pulse bursts are determined. Some examples of what the algorithm might do is as follows. Two small
closely spaced patches might be combined into a single patch so that all requirements are met. Possibly
one large patch is far out in range and several smaller chaff patches are up close. The operation could
be set nominally so that every observation would look in the several smaller chaff patches and every
fourth observation would look in the patch out in range. The design of this algorithm is beyond the
scope of this development, which is concerned with fundamentals of the processes and detailed imple-

-* mentations.

Range Ambiguities

The CPD operation has target range ambiguities like those of the conventional pulse-Doppler sys-
tems. However, the pulse train that meets CPD requirements consists of only a short burst of pulses,
and there are much fewer ambiguities. The following theorem gives the interval where the target range
is ambiguous and a formula for computing the number of possible range ambiguities for targets
detected in the kth clutter patch. The proof is given in Appendix C.

Theorem on Target Range 4mbiguities for CPD Operation. For a pulse train that meets the CPD condition
for the kth clutter patch, targets separated by multiplies of the pulse-repetition interval rTp and located
in the interval y, such that

y,1 < integer{(a, + Xpq)/rp) - X - (M- 2)hr

and
"y, > integer((Ok + Xp - Xlq + (M - 1)Tp

will be ambiguous in range. The number of range ambiguities is given by

integer {(/3k + Xp)/rp} - integer ((ak + Xp)/r,} + 2M - 3.

Example of Performance

* We will compare the performance of an ordinary pulse-Doppler radar and one using a short pulse
burst which is configured to see in a clutter patch. The geometry is shown in Fig. 26. A shipboard S-
band radar (wavelength = 10 cm) illuminates the sea close in range and a heavy wind-blown rain
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Fig. 26 - Echo geometry

* cloud between 61 and 70 nmi away. The time between pulses T P is 60 /s, which corresponds to 5 nmi
unambiguous range. A target is located at 62 nmi. Consequently a conventional pulse-Doppler radar
will receive simultaneously sea-clutter echoes from 2 and 7 nmi, rain-clutter echoes from 62 and 67
nmi, and the target echo. The cross section of these clutter echoes are shown in Table 2.

We will use a three-pulse canceler for both the pulse-Doppler and CPD cases. The formula for
computing the cancellation ratio is given on page 219 of Ref. 3:

where o-, is the clutter spread. Using a o,, of I m/s for sea clutter and a o,, of 6 m/s for rain clutter,
we obtain cancellation ratios of -79 dB and -48 dB respectively. However, we assume the equipment
limits the cancellation to -45 dB, which is the limiting factor. Table 2 shows the cross sections after
cancellation.

Table 2 - Clutter Cross Sections at Selected
Ranges Before and After Clutter Processing-

Selected Range Clutter Cross Section*
Type of for Computing the (dB re 1 m 2)

Clutter Clutter Cross Section
Patch (nmi) Before After

Cancellation Cancellation
Sea clutter 2 -2 -45

7 -7 -52

Rain clutter 62 +26 -19
67 +26 -19

*The parameters used in computing the cross section were as follows: azimuth
bandwidth = 20, pulse width = 300 m, antenna height = 30 m, sea state = 4, back-
scatter coefficient - -48 dB at 2 nmi and -58 dB at 7 nmi, rain-cloud height = 6 ki,
rainfall rate - 16 rm/h, and backscatter coefficient = -73 dB.
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We next compute the number of pulses in a pulse train required for the CPD radar to see a target
in the rain cloud using

> integer{(f3 + X,)/rp} - integer{(ak + X//j} + M.

where

Xr, + +  + (N + M- 2) i, - (q- 1)7p,

and noting that = I .s, , = 0, a, = 0, 61 = 120 As, T- = 60 As, r = 60 As, a 2 = 732 s, /32 = 840
/As, N, = I, M= 3, NA = 1, and N,, = I.

Solving for N iteratively, we find N = 5 will satisfy the requirements for CPD operation. Under
this condition Ns(k) = 1, which implies that a target in the rain cloud will appear one time in separa-

*.. tion time interval Af' for CPD operation. We next compute to see if the two clutter patches are
separated enough by

integer ((a2 + Xq)/T1) 7-1 + Xpq 6 + (N,(k) + M - 2)p

for CPD operation. We find this inequality to be true.

We can now compare pulse-Doppler and CPD operation. The CPD-operation performance is

obtained directly by noting that the cancellation in both patches are independent. Consequently from
Table 2 we find that the clutter cross section after cancellation of the rain clutter is -19 + 3 dB = -16
dB re I m2 . The 3-dB increase in clutter cross section is due to stacking of the two clutter segments in
the rain cloud. Consequently under clutter-limited conditions a 42-dB improvement in signal-to-clutter
ratio has been obtained on the target located at 62 nmi in the heavy wind-blown rain cloud. A target
with a cross section of about 0.5 m 2 can then be detected in the rain cloud.

We next compute the performance of the pulse-Doppler operation. In this case the clutter from
ranges of 2, 7, 62, and 72 nmi are stacked on top of each other. By far the strongest echo is the one at
2 nmi because of its short range. We compute its equivalent cross section as if it would have been at
62 nmi by

'''4

cross section at 62 nini = (cross section at 2 nini) 2

* Since the cross section at 2 nmi is -47 dB re I m2, after cancellation its equivalent cross section at 62
nmi (the same as the target) is +2 dB re 1 n2. Consequently the clutter cross section after cancella-
tion for the pulse-Doppler operation is 18 dB worse than for the CPD operation, and now a target of 15
dB re 1 m2 would be required for detection. Furthermore only five range ambiguities need to be

* resolved for the CPD operation versus approximately 40 for the 200-nmi-maximum-range pulse-
Doppler radar.

"" SUMMARY

The Doppler processing of radar echoes was studied under the condition that the location and
. range extents of the clutter patches was known or measured. A mathematical structure was developed

to describe the processes, and conventional pulse-Doppler and MTI operations were reviewed within
this structure. We showed that pulse-Doppler and MTi systems obtained a global steady-state operation
with respect to all clutter. However, we showed that it was possible to obtain a local steady-state
Doppler processing operation with respect to each clutter patch individually (controlled-pulse-Doppler,
or CPD operation) if certain conditions were met. Basically the pulse-repetition interval and the
number of pulses transmitted must be set based on the clutter environment consisting of range extents
of the clutter patches and decorrelation time of the clutter.
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'Appendix A

PROOFS OF BASIC THEOREMS

* PROOF OF LEMMA 1

We restate Lemma 1 and prove it.

Lemma 1: The time orthogonality condition is met if

A, ) > (-)T ± max N mi m for all .

Proof- if p > i, the last echo in 2p, (t, v), given by

+ (F; - 1)7 + (m - l0 + (AN - Ap) + (q - 1)(T - r P)+ (N + m - 1 - q)¥ + max I

must be present before the first echo in 2,,(t, v), given by

+ AN + (N + m - 2)- + (1 + m - 2)rp - (q - I)rp + min

*".7Forming the inequality, we obtain

Ap - Xi > (N 1)Tj + maxNj min {al"

-Since X.,> A, for all p > 4, it is then sufficient to require

for all ij 1 - X i > (N - 1)
T
i + max {IN, - min "ll

Furthermore, if p < i, the first echo in 2pq(t, v), given by

- must occur after the last echo in 2pq (, v), given by

+ AN + (N + M - 2)7 + (N - l)rp + (M - 1)rp - (q - I)rp + max

Forming the inequality, we obtain

X,-A > (N - l)T +maxI rIin

* Since , > Ap for i > p, then

74 Ak,+ -A. > (N - l)7,+ max1 "/ -m in a'

The same result is obtained for i < p and for i> p.
Q.E.D
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PROOF OF THE REARRANGEMENT THEOREM

The rearrangement theorem will be pro,,ed for onl, clutter, because the case for targets is analo-
gous. The expressions for

2,.)= 0 Ci'p .. ,(,. k. [ V + (.+.l-2)+(i +n - 2)rP-(q-kA-I n-I 1=1

and

Z~( 'J=~X W , 0,,,,T,,(t. /. [1 + x + (-M- -2)? + (j + M - 2)r- (q - 1)r]1)

are defined so that when applied toZp 0,V) = Z (,. V)+ Zpq,, V).
the defining equation for Zpq(t, v), Eq. (13), is obtained.

Furthermore we may write
NM 1

S(1, v)= £ £ Wp,.m X Cpjp(,, k, [Xpq + (j + m - 2)r-]),
k-I m-I j-I

where

Xpq = + XN + (N + M - 2)i - (q - l)rp.

The sum over j may next be divided into three parts:
Nc M I M-m2 ,(, v) -Z Z ,. Cpj (1, , k, 1x,+ (i + -, - 2),)

k-I m-I j -I

+ Cjp(k, [;pq + (j + m - 2)Tp)
j-M-m+l

+ Cpj(k, I[x + (/+ m - 2)rPDJ.
j-N-m+2

We redefine the index over j as

j' i + m -1,

and Z,4(t, v) becomes
N, M M - 1

2C,0, v)= r n W,Iv -+Cp(j,,+)p,, k, [Xp, + V"- I)'-,,)
k-I m-1 j-m

M R
+ £ 1 WpvmCp(jf-',+I)p(t, k, [Xpq + (j'- 1)rpJ)

m-i
1 j'-M

U NV+m-I

+ £ T WpvmCp(i_,n+I)p(t, k, [Xpq + (J'- l)rp)
m-I j'-NV+l

The summations over m and j' can be rewritten by interchanging the order of summations. The
first case is

M M-I 4-I j'

1 1: WpvmCp(j,m+,,p(,, k, [Xq + (' - ).) =, WpVCp(,,'_m+,p(f, k, 'tkq + (j' - )T-J).
M-I J'-m ,'1 ,-1
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The second case is

~Wp£ j''ovmtppQ-j~pt, k, [Xp k+ (j' + (j7- lr)

The third case is

Y, 7, pvm Cp ',m+I)p(t, k, [xP, + (j'- 1)TJ)

.V~m- WpvmCp(j'-ni+)p(t, k, [Xpq + (j'- 1)Tp]).
]'-N4-I tn-j'-N+l

Using the reversed-order summations, we can rewrite Z2(t, v) as

4 0,V) = 1:1 J'VrP(j'--rn+l)P(t, ,[p ('-ITj

2c (, k-I 'M-I £ - +

+± YW pvm Cp(j'..m+I)p(t, k,. [Xpq + Q'- -)rl

NV+M-I M

+ Z I WlpvmCp(j',_m+I)p(t, k, [Xpq + (Q'- 1)Trp]).
j'-N+I rnj'-N+I

* We define

R , , ) = T. WpvmCp(j'rn+I)p(t, kC, [Xpq + (j'- -)')

j'-1 rn-I

TVM

Sq? (,, v, k) - I I WPvmCp(j'rnm+flP(t, kC, [XN + (j,
j'-M rn-I

>N+M-I M

Rc (tv,k)pq Z WpvCp(irnm+I)px., k, LXPq +(_I)T
j'-N+I r-j'-N+I

Consequently

Z (1, v) Rc 1~(t, v, kC) + S, (t, v, kC) + RNPt, v, k)
k-I I p

which is the rearrangement stated in the theorem.
Q.E.D

* PROOF OF THE SEPARATION-TIME-INTERVAL THEOREM

In proving the separation- ti me-i nterval theorem, two cases arise, illustrated in Figs. 16 and 17.

Case 1: ik - ak > TP, Clutter Only

In case 1, if the leading edge of the first steady-state term given by the clutter separation signals
* S, Q~t v, kC) given by

ak + X + (M-I)r
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is less than the beginning of k th-clutter-patch separation time intcr,,al

integer }4 X", r; +7 + (Af - 27,

then the filter is in steatdy-state operation at tile beginning of the kth-clutter-patch separation timc

interval. The result is

a A + (Al - I) T+ X+"w < integer 7 7 p + -

Since 3 k > " , + a,, then

integer + a + Xq + additional time
TP TP

which is true.

In addition if the trailing edge of the last steady-state term given by the clutter separation signals
S,( t, v, k) given by

3 k + x + (N + M - 2)7p

is greater than the right end of the kth-clutter-patch separation time interval

integer ak +XpqTP+ /VP,

*then the filter is in steady-state at the end of the kth-clutter-patch separation time interval. The result
is

k +±Xpq+(Fv+M-2)TP> integerf ak +Xpq I T" + T - .
1 7 ,

Since 9k = TP + ak + 4E, then

(ak + Xpq) +e + (M-l)rp > integer {ak +XPq TpV
and since M > 2, then the result is true.

The two conditions imply that the filter was in steady-state operation (defined by separation sig-
nals) over the kth-clutter-patch separation time interval, since the steady-state terms defined by separa-
tion signal, extends over the entire kth-clutter-patch separation time interval and are covered by
remainder signals on both ends.

Case 2: k -- ak < rP

We will prove that none of the separation signals (steady-state signals) are covered by the left and
remainder signals. Then any separation signal which appears over the separation time interval is in
steady state over this interval and is not covered by other signals.

If the leading edge of the separation signal S% (, v, k)

ak + Xpq + (M- 0 r,
1 >

is greater than the trailing edge of the right remainder signal R (r, v, k)

+ Xpq + (M - 2)rp,
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then the first steady-state signal occurs after the last left remainder signal. The result is

ak + Xpq + (M- l)rp > 16k + Xpq + (M- 2)rp,

or

a- + -r > PA,

or f3k - ak < TP, which was the original condition.

If the trailing edge of the last steady-state term of S ,(t, v, k)

B + X + (,V- rp

is less than the end of the leading edge of the right remainder signals R (t, v, k)

ak + Xpq + Nrp,

the last steady-state signal is not covered by the right remainder signals. The result is
-. ~~(N - l)Tp P k [p ""o

- or fl- ak < T which again was the original condition.

Q•E.D.

The target proofs are not given.

" PROOF OF THE TIME-ALIGNMENT THEOREM

The proof of the time-alignment theorem is constructed for only targets, since the clutter case is

analogous. We evaluate R v 1), Sprf (t, v, 1), and R r (t, v, 1) for q = j' and obtain
<M-1 q
RT V. 1) YE Wpvr Tp(q-m+Hp(t, , t+ N + (N + M - 2)5F),

q-1 m-I
N M

Sr (r, v, 1) - WpvnpqmIp' (t, [+ N + (NV+ M -2)71),
q-AM m-I

> N+m-I A
Rr Tt, v, 1) , Y WpvmTp(q-m+I)pGt,. ( + XN + (; + M - 2)5F).

q-N+l m-q-N+l

We find for the Ith target the filtered target echoes in the remainder and separation signals all occur at
time AN, + (N + M - 2); for q - j'. This implies that there is at least one time when each filtered

target echo from a single target given by i = 1, 2 ... N and j'= 1, 2. N + M - I is present
simultaneously in 2p,(t, v) for all values of p = 1, 2,..., Nand q -= 1, 2, .... N + M - I.

PROOF OF THE CONDITIONS ON ECLIPSING GIVEN IN TABLE 1

Referring to Fig. Al, we find the following relationships. First it takes M - 1 pulses before thefilter can reach steady-state operation. Added to this number is then the number of echoes being
eclipsed that must pass through the filter before steady-state operation is reached using echoes not
eclipsed. The steady-state condition exists until N echoes have been processed, and then the transient
decay begins. Consequently the number of times the filter can obtain steady-state operation for a single
target without using eclipsed or partially eclipsed echoes is given by R - (M - I) - number of echoes

l eclipsed. Since the number of echoes eclipsed is equal to N - the number of echoes not eclipsed, the
desired result is obtained. If the result is negative, the result is not real and should be tero.
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Fig. I A - Counting used in determining eclipsing properties
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Appendix B

PROOFS ON PULSE-DOPPLER AND MTI OPERATION

PROOF OF THE THEOREM ON THE NUMBER OF PULSES REQUIRED
FOR PULSE-DOPPLER AND MTI OPERATION

Pulse-Doppler Operation

The left and right edges at the pulse-Doppler separation times for clutter are as follows. The left
edge of ,' is

integer I + + (M - 2)Tr--

1 7 j

and the right edge of I' i

p 1

integer a[ OF T P+ R EQURE

The left and right edges of the pulse-Doppler separation times for targets are as follows. The left
edge of T is

integer +T + (M -2)p,

Tp

and the right edge of Aiis

integer r1+ p + ; rp.

The greatest left edge caused by the requirement for Aargs T is

(16N, + Xpq )P

integer max +or p + (M - 2)T p+,

(YN, + Xp +

The least right edge caused by the requirement for Ap T is

(a, + Yp)lTp

integer min or rP + N TP.

1 (yj1 + Xpq - -,)I'p

The width of the time interval of A,' n A is obtained by subtracting the left edge from the right edge,
yielding

(a I+ Xpq)/rp I (fN* + X)P 7p
integer min or _ r, +Nr p - integer max or T , + ( M I-2-r,.

(Y I +Xpq -,)/Tp Y % + p + 4,)/7,
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This time interval must be greater than or equal to r., where p = i. to meet the condition for pulse-
Doppler operation. Invoking this condition and rearranging terms yiclds

N ) integer max or -integer min or + '1V.

(y, + X + / I, + X -1,

Q.E.D.

MTI Operation

For MTI operation

(, + X ')/p (a, + Xpq)/ )p
,> max or mi orj

Iv, + X pq + C)/rp (YVt + Xpq 01

Consequently

(JON, + Xp~~ (a1 + Xpq)/~p
integer max or integer m (in or

("/N, + Xpq + 0,/7p (yj/ + X~q - i)/'rp

must be 0 or 1. Consequently

N >MorN> M+I.
Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THE PULSE-DOPPLER CLUTTER STACKING THEOREM

Pulse-Doppler Result

The clutter separation signal written as
NM

Sq(t,v,k) =0 , WpvQC CP(j'-r+Ilp(f'k. [- + XN + (N + M 2)T + (j'- 1r - (q -
, , j- rn-I

is written in terms of the segmented clutter signals using the definition. The result is
Nk N M IIIa + Xp

tq(t,v,k) = I Wpvm CP(,m+ p t,k,u, integer + v l)p +(u-
u-I j'-M m-I I TpI

where the order of summation has been changed. The sum over j' is broken into three parts, and the
result is

VAJ±VUM aItf + Xp
S (.v.k) = ,WpvC(].-,n+[)p t,k,u, integer Ip + (j' + u - 2)T

+"+-N-u+t M -I + Xpq+ I" I Wp ,,G(j._,,,+I)p t,k,u, integer T rp + (./ + u - 2)rp
j'-Nk-u+M m-I p11

+ ' N W (j
'- m +

]
) p 

[,k,u, integer C'k + + (j' + u - 2)-rJ.
- I WP e P 1

j'-N-u+2 m-1 T
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We rewrite the middle term (MT) of the sums defining S,,(0, v,k) as
Mx-N-u+ I A[ a k + +(- 2)TII.

MT= -u7 Al C(, 11,, 101 ,k,u, integer 1~ }rjNkU+, -I Tp

By defining
= j' + u - 2,

" -we can rewrite the middle term as

MT= . " Cp(j,_u+1)p ,k,u, integer + p + Qj - rpjj.
u-I j"-N+M-Im- IIT

The order of summation can be reversed:

MT ; M < W pv ' Cp j"-U+I)p t,k,u, integer rp Q * )T )l
jT Nk+M_ l U I -i a P

The terms in the angular brackets all appear at the same time. The inner sum, in braces, is the
steady-state filtered signals due to the echoes from the uth clutter s.gment. The middle sum is over all
clutter segments. Consequently the steady-state filtered signals are due to echoes from all clutter seg-
ments u - 1, 2. Nk at any instant of time.

The next part we have to prove is that the terms in MT extend over the pulse-Doppler separation
time interval. The leading edge of the first term of MT occurs at time

integer { P k +XN}Jp+ (Nk + M -2)P

- and must be less than or equal to the left edge of the pulse-Doppler separation time interval given by

X + (M- 2)p+ r k.

Consequently

integer { + P + 10k + Xpq .

*- which can be rewritten as

Nk < (8k + Xq) -integer ak + X I.
,'rp

By definition

Nk integer 10k+XPq integer ak +Xpq +1.
Tp Jp

* Combining yields the desired result:
Steger 3k + Xpq +
integer +1 (8.k + p)-

The trailing edge of the last term in MT occurs at the time
[' {Ct~~k + Xpq} ~p Z

integer ak X TP + (N-lOT, +r,
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- and must be greater than or equal to the right edge of tile pulse-Doppler separation time interval given
by

integer{TA + N T,.

Consequently the MT terms extend over the pulse-Doppler separation time interval.

By the definitions of pulse-Doppler operation, the separation signal S,(tv,k) is composed oF
clutter echoes from all clutter patches over the pulse-Doppler separation time interval for clutter on the
pth pulse train. Consequently from the previous part of the proof on clutter segments we conclude the
following. The signal S(t, v,k) is composed of all clutter segments of all clutter patches at any instant
of time under the pulse-Doppler conditions.

Q. E.D.

Result When the MTI Condition is Met

If the MTI condition is met, Nk is either equal to I or 2. If Nk equals 1, which is the case illus-
trated by Fig. Bi, then the previous pulse Doppler result for MT applies and is written as

NIT - J"N+ rN-I W pvm Q~"-mij+I)p jt~k~u, inee ak +Xpq V + Q" - 0

* Since there is only one clutter segment term, there is only clutter segment at any instant of time for the
kth clutter patch. Furthermore because clutter patches are disjoint, that is,

a <,St <a 2 <13 2 <a 3 <3 3 < ... <aN < P N,

and the MTI conditions are met, the terms due to all clutter patches are disjoint. Consequently the
7. separation signal S(t,v,k) is composed of only one clutter segment from one clutter patch at any

instant in time.

LA.

ICptj.-m + 1)pIt, k, lXpq+ (j'-1) Tpl)I

LI.-

"I I IN

TIME

I I
ak Ok

Fig. BI - Location of the clutter echo Nk =I

If Nk equals 2 which is the case illustrated by Fig. B2, then for u ==I and u = 2 the clutter seg-
ments occupy different intervals of time as long as the MTI conditions are met. Consequently the
clutter segments are disjoint in time. Furthermore, because clutter patches are disjoint and the MTI

* conditions are met, the terms due to all clutter patches are disjoint. Consequently the separation signal
S (t, v,k) is composed of only one clutter segment from one clutter patch at any instant of time.

Q.E.D.
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m + 1(t, k, 1, [integer k TXpq }Tp + (J'-I)T + (U
-
1)T)

I lak + Xpj
S Cp(j'- m + 1)p (t, k, 2, [integer T p + (j'-l)tp + (U-1)T.J)

o-- I p

-p TIME

I I
ak k

Fig. B2 - Location of the clutter echo Nk - 2

PROOF OF THE COUNTING THEOREM

From the proof of the theorem on the number of pulses required for pulse-Doppler and MTI
operation we found the right edge minus the left edge of the pulse-Doppler separation time interval to
be I'. J fi, + Xq)/ p [ I~9 Nc + Xp q)/p

integer min or -p + N -p- integer max or IrP + (M - 2)7p

( (v, + Xpq - 0ipeger / , + X,, + D,

This quantity is equal to N,5 Tp , which is the time interval in which N target separation signals can
occur. We recall that target separation signals occur clear across the pulse-Doppler separation time
interval for pulse-Doppler operation. Consequently the terms can be arranged to give the result

[a, + Xpq)/Tp 1, + Xpq)/TP 1
N,-integer minlor -integer maxtor + (N- M + 1).

(-I + X,.- ,)/,J I ,,+ X,, + 0,)/7,,

Q.E.D.

I
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Appendix C

PROOFS ON CONTROLLED-PULSE-DOPPLER (CPD) OPERATION

PROOF OF THE THEOREM ON THE NUMBER OF PULSES REQUIRED FOR CPD OPERA-
TION

The left and right edge of the pulse-Doppler separation times for the kth clutter patch on the pth

. pulse train are as follows. The left edge of ,& is

integer ((,8k + Xpq)/}p) Tp + Tp + (M - 2)h,

and the right edge of A', is

integer ((ak + Xp)/%} ? + NVrP.

The right edge must exceed the left edge by one pulse-repetition interval, which yields

integer ((ak + XM)/p} T1p + ; '1 , > integer ((13k + Xp)/Tp) Tp + + Tp + (M - 2)T.

Solving for N yields

N > integer 1(8k + Xp,)/r} - integer I(ak + XN)/}pI + M.

*.. For MTI operation ik - ak < . Then

integer 1(8k + X -)l'p- integer {(ak + Xpq)/Tjp

may be either 0 or 1, and consequently

N > MorN> M+I.

Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THE CPD COUNTING THEOREM

From the proof of the theorem on the number of pulses required for CPD operation we found the

right edge minus the left edge of the separation time interval AI to be

integer ((a k + XM)/,} i, + N p - (integer ((3k + Xp,)/rp} T. + i*p + (M - 2)7).

This quantity is equal to N(k)hp , which is the time interval in which N5(k) target separation signals
can occur. Consequently the terms can be rearranged to yield

N3 (k) - integer (6k + XM)/Tp} - integer ((8k + Xpq)/ }p) + (N - m + 1).

PROOF OF THE THEOREM ON CPD SEPARATION REQUIREMENT 1

The left edge of R (t, v, k + 1) must occur after the right edge of A' This is written as

ak+1 + XM > integer ((ak + X,,)/Tp} rp + Nr Tp.

We note the previous result

N3 (k) - integer (ak + XM)/p} - integer {(8k + X)p)/'p} + ( - M + 1).
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Combining these two equations yields the result

ak+1 > integer ((k + XN)/TpTrp -Xp + (N5(k) + M - 1) rT.

. Furthermore the left edge of A I must exceed the right edge of R, (, v, k - 1). This is written
as

integer (10k + XN)/TPI a + r+ (M - 2)T > >3k-I + X + (N + M - 2)T.

Combining this equation with the requirement for Ns, we obtain

integer (("k + Xpq)/p} - Xq >1 16k-1 + (Ns(k) + M - 2) 7-.

*PROOF OF THE THEOREM ON CPD SEPARATION REQUIREMENT 2

The trailing edge of the (k - l)th right remainder signal must not cover the separation time

' interval from s 7p to (s + 1)Tr from its left edge. As shown in Fig. 24, this requires

integer I(ak + Xq)/,) TIp + N Tp - (N(k) - S)Tp >1 1 k-I + + (;N + M - 2)r.

Furthermore the leading edge of the (k + 1)th left remainder signal must not cover the separation time
interval from s r to (s + )T from its left edge. From Fig. 24, this requires

ak+I + X, > integer [(13k + xp,)/rp1,]r + Tp + (M - 2)7-p + (s + 1)Tp.

The proof is completed by noting that since the range extent of the k*th patch is longer than that
of the kth patch, the separation time interval is sufficient for the kth patch if it is not covered by the
(k - l)th or (k + l)th patch signals.

Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM ON TARGET RANGE AMBIGUITIES FOR CPD OPERATION

The last target echo after passing through the filter of the yth target is located at a time

•y + Xpq + (N + M - 2)rp,

. which must be greater than the trailing edge of the separation time interval Ap, yielding

yj + Xp + (V + M- 2) Tp > integer (ak + XN)/p } rP + N Tp.

Rearranging terms yields

y, > integer (ak + Xpq)/}p) 7p - Xp - (M - 2)7.

Furthermore the first target echo after passing through the filter of the yth target is located at a
4 time

' +Xpq,

which must be less than the leading edge of the separation time interval A' , yielding

vy + Xp < integer ((Bk + p)/r)p} rp + r, + (M - 2)Tp.

Rearranging terms yields

y < integer ((8k + Xpq)/rp - Xpq + (M - l)rp.
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The number of range ambiguities is obtained by subtracting y,/X - yjllif and dividing by 7p, yielding

(y max - I,=n)/Tp integer {(13k1 + Xpq)/Tp} - integer ((ak + Xpq)/p} + 2M - 3.

Q.E.D.
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